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E - commerce is booming.  W het her you  order f rom A maz on, 
eBay, A libaba or any ot her nu mber of  online ret ail ou t let s 
f ew of  u s have been lef t  u nt ou ched by t he growing desire t o 
receive goods st raight  t o ou r door wit hin a t ime period t hat  
su it s u s.  

The impact  of  t his global revolu t ion has been heavily 
f elt  on t he su pply chain and it  is now t o t he responsibilit y 
of  st ak eholders f rom shipping lines t o port s and f reight  
f orwarders t o adapt  t o t his new consu mer approach.  

A s e - commerce is so heavily reliant  on t he prompt  
dist ribu t ion of  goods, t here needs t o be an overhau l of  how 
cargo is moved.  P apers wit hin t his j ou rnal discu ss how t his 
change is happening and how port s and t erminals can k eep u p 
t he pace.  

F rom t he port  t o inland logist ics t here is a need f or a 
revolu t ion as t he e- commerce giant s wait  f or no one.  

I nf orm discu sses t he need f or port s t o consider new 

bu siness models which can provide improved processes as 
well as cost  saving t hat  of t en drives willingness t o change.  

M eanwhile, some of  ou r indu st ry t hou ght  leaders ex plore 
what  t he e- commerce demands mean f or t erminal operat ors 
and how t o not  get  lef t  behind in t his f ast - paced ex ist ence.  

The phrase port - cent ric logist ics also deserves a ment ion 
when discu ssing e- commerce and t he movement  of  goods.  
C an t he logist ics process be made more compact  and carried 
ou t  wit hin t he port  area it self ?  

I t  is a growing considerat ion f or port s and sees a hu ge 
amou nt  of  t echnological innovat ion being condu ct ed as all 
players seek  t o f ind t he best  way of  get t ing goods f rom ship t o 
shore t o you r f ront  door.  
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As Bill Gates cites “time is the only 
commodity that money cannot buy”. All 
of us have certainly realised the truth in 
this statement, when struggling to plan 
our days effectively. From the moment our 
alarm rings in the morning, commuting 
to work, pick up kids from school, review 
homework, prepare dinner, to bedtime, 
a day passes very fast and there is very 
little time left. At some point, families or 
individuals need supplies from groceries 
or food from restaurants  we need to buy 
new clothes, shoes, furniture, presents 
for birthdays, Christmas and other special 
occasions, etc. Do we have time for that? 

It is impossible to get more done in a 
day, yet time is fleeting, and it can soon 
run out leaving our daily or monthly goals 
delayed. Hence, time is one of the reasons 
people perceive shopping as a nuisance. 
Bill Gates has come up with a list of 
recommendations about how to manage 
time optimally. However, there are global 
companies like Amazon or Uber that have 
come up to simple and excellent solutions. 
These companies are the quintessence 

of how digitalization and e-commerce 
can make our lives easier and more time 
effective. 

EXPONENTIAL GROWTH 
Consumers have realized the convenience 
of buying online, in fact e-commerce has 
grown substantially during the last ten 
years. According to Eurostat, internet 
users, who bought or ordered goods or 
services online, grew by about 35  since 
200 . In 201 , retail e-commerce sales 
amounted to about 3.5 trillion worldwide, 
with peaks during Black Friday and 
Christmas season. Likewise, the delivery 
times have been significantly reduced. We 
can all recognize that the old delivery times 
offered by e-commerce retailers, ranging 
between five and seven days, are today not 
acceptable anymore. The normal response 
time accepted by customers has decreased 
to about one to three days. Can society 
afford such a competitive service level?

To ensure short response times, 
companies must ship products from 
factories to terminals closer to customers. 

When customers place an order, these 
products are picked up in the closest 
terminal, packaged, consolidated and, 
finally, shipped last mile. Terminals need to 
be smartly located in places where last mile 
delivery times are optimized. In addition, 
sophisticated technologies are used to 
improve pick up and packaging times. 
These terminals might also include some 
value-added production or processing 
activities, e.g. postponement activities 
like kitting, sorting, customizing, labelling, 
customs operations and dedicated spaces 
for free trade of goods.

NETWORK COMPLEXITIES 
However, storing goods close to customers 
is not efficient. Complexity of the 
distribution network increases, meaning 
that more warehouses and transport must 
be used. In such a setup, the delivery times 
decrease, but the inventory costs increase, 
mostly because the localized demand 
uncertainty force managers to inflate the 
number of products in stock. This is a clear 
inefficiency: products waiting for an order 

TERMINAL PLANNING IN 
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to arrive occupy terminal space, increasing 
the need for land use dedicated to storage 
space, but also holding costs. Part of these 
costs relate to electricity consumption and 
therefore environmental impacts. Another 
important issue is the risk for wastes. If the 
products remain unsold for a certain time, 
a company needs to decide whether to ship 
them back, arrange a lateral transhipment 
or waste them. 

Unfortunately, it seems that wasting 
a product is more economically 
advantageous than paying the cost to 
return it. The environmental bill includes 
now the energy used to manufacture the 
products, the shipment to the terminals 
and absurdly the waste of the products.

Apart from the terminal inefficiencies, 
there are also the well-known challenges of 
last mile transport. Typically, there is a lot 
of pressure put on logistics providers like 
FedEx or UPS in order to deliver faster and 
in some occasions asking their employees 
to work with night shifts. In addition, the 
usage of resources like pallets and vehicles 
become more difficult to optimize, leading 
to additional costs- and environmental- 
inefficiencies.

RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENTATION 
Research is looking at new models and 
technologies to reduce the gap between 
customer service levels, costs and 
sustainability impacts. For instance, the city 

of Madrid is experimenting the usage of 
“micro-hubs” or “motherships” combined 
with bikes and electric vehicles to ship last 
mile. This approach is proving to save both 
costs and CO2 emissions. Next, additive 
manufacturing could transform terminals 
into “virtual warehouses”, where products 
are manufactured on-demand, reducing 
holding costs and the produce-to-waste 
phenomenon. 

Research is moving to reduce printing 
time (in the future allowing mass 
customization), complexity, e.g. printing 
more intricate shapes, and usage of multiple 
materials in the same product. Apart from 
the technical challenge, management 

research needs to redefine the portfolio 
of upstream suppliers and ultimately 
the structure of the entire distribution 
network and the role of its terminals. 
Finally, the hyperloop technology, which 
promises to ship people and cargo at high 
speed, could facilitate the delocalization of 
terminals to remote areas. In this aspect, 
there could be possibility to improve land 
use and rural development in scarcely 
populated areas  remove vehicles from 
roads, reduce road accidents and pollution. 
This without affecting response time and 
the e-commerce actors, which without 
question are making our lives and societies 
much better and time effective.
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Bob Dylan’s 1964 song, “The Times They 
Are a-Changin’” was written as an anthem 
directed at the social changes of that time. 
This paper looks at new business models 
ports and terminals can use, and in some 
cases, are already using to implement and 
manage emerging technology projects 
as well as reviewing their strengths and 
weaknesses. While not an anthem, it is a 
call-to-action to shed light on the changing 
nature of the world around our industry. 
Contemporary technology is at a point 
such that business models themselves 
are feeling its influence. As such, in many 
cases, it is no longer expected that one 
can impose a business model on a new 
technological advancement within a port 
or terminal, but rather, that the model itself 
must adapt because of the implications of 
the technology. Moreover, the past decade 
has reshaped our view of technology with 
the advent of smart devices and apps 
so that our once reliable, rigid business 

models now lack the flexibility required to 
be successful with new technologies. 

THE TIMES THEY ARE A-CHANGIN’ 
Beyond the hyped promise of emerging 
technologies, automation has now been in 
operation long enough for data analysts to 
begin to isolate trends within datasets, and 
in turn, this creates new realms for data 
experts to explore. Such realms include 
data services, real-time collaboration, 
automated decision-making, safety and 
security, digital payment structures, and 
“green” services. New technologies and 
new realms of service also imply new 
operational methods of working, with 
data aggregation, analytics, and platform 
management all being developing fields. 

BUSINESS MODELS
Software as a Service
One could argue that gone are the days of 
ports and terminals offering up complex 

specifications for software developers to 
work to. Instead, developers are following 
the more mainstream trends of knowing 
their market and delivering a product that 
solves a problem. In this new development 
approach, there are a myriad of forms of 
business models within this field, yet the 
ones that are most prevalent for the port 
sector are “software as a service” (SaaS) 
and the more conceptual “Ports as an App” 
(PaaA). 

Subscriptions are common within a SaaS 
model in which the core level infrastructure 
is already built yet is malleable for a given 
user who can adapt it for their own needs. 
This model has been molded into the 
notion of “Smart Ports as a Service,” which 
follows the same structure and has been 
explored by the Co-Founder of the Octopi 
TOS system, Lou Castera. In the PaaA model 
devised by ex-World Economic Forum Lead 
of Ports & Shipping Wolfgang Lehmacher, 
cargo owners, shippers, providers, and 

NEW BUSINESS  
MODELS 
FOR TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS IN PORTS AND 
TERMINALS
Dr. Eva Savelsberg, Alex Van Winckel, and Matthew Wittemeier
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supply chain players can all engage, do 
business, and collaborate in a new digital 
domain on a smartphone. 

By their nature, SaaS initiatives remove 
many common barriers to entry into a 
software or technology platform thereby 
creating new business realities on an 
easy-to-access, new platform. However, 
there remains an issue around whether a 
famously “conservative” industry would 
adopt such a revolutionary approach. 
Benlian, Koufaris, and Hess have outlined 
how SaaS expectations have not matched 
the reality in other sectors. 

Big Data-Based Decision-Making
While “big data-based decision-making” is 
something of a catchall title, it can be broken 
down into more granular dimensions:  
• Data as a Service (DaaS) 

This is focused on providing ports and 
terminals with a way to mine their 
own insights. DaaS hinges on a value 
proposition for supplying large amounts 
of processed data that allows them 
to provide a much better service for 
their customers. DaaS would also allow 
ports and terminals to work better 
with solution providers looking to use 
close-to-raw data to enhance their own 
offerings, and also with developers 
wanting to develop niche applications 
to address consumer pains.

• Information as a Service  
Information as a Service (IaaS) focuses 
on providing insights based on the 
analysis of processed data. Ports and 
terminals can thus draw their own 
conclusions and even sell an idea based 
on certain information. 

• Answers as a Service (AaaS) 
AaaS is focused on providing custom 
made answers to specific questions. 
This business model is the top of the 
pyramid when it comes to big data. 
The key with this business model is 
that given a company’s ability to create 
a real, trusted value in the answers 
it provides to customers, customers, 
in turn, will exchange an increased 
amount of value in kind. This leads 
to increased collaboration and trust 
opportunities. 

Big data also opens a variety of 
opportunities to ports and terminals 
regarding simulation/digital twin 
capabilities as well as furthering the 
capacity of port automation. The Port of 
Rotterdam has developed this capacity, 
and it has allowed the port to make real-
time decisions regarding key areas of 
its operations, and INFORM is currently 
working with customers to apply machine 
learning to big data sets to further 
enhance their optimisation performance. 
Furthermore, it can lead to more port 

equipment-related developments, see 
ports become knowledge centers, build 
trust, enhance analytics, increase safety, 
and sustainability, as well as boost profit 
margins. 

The cons of big data-based decision-
making for ports and terminals surround 
the storage and security of huge data sets 
as well as ensuring you have knowledgeable 
and capable staff or access to experienced 
solution providers. However, several core 
considerations have been laid out by the 
EU-funded “Docks The Future” research 
project that outlines several key issues 
regarding the utilisation of big data in port 
and terminal projects, these are: 
• Is information harmonised on all levels 

(standardisation)?
• Given different countries vary in 

maturity level, can services really be 
synchronised?

• There could be connection issues 
between various platforms. 

• Legal issues regarding the ownership/
exchange of data (i.e., GDPR) must be 
reconciled.

Activity/Performance-Based 
With the world increasingly moving into 
new digital territory, ports and terminals 
are afforded new opportunities for growth 
and profit. Yet demands to ensure solid 
operational performance and a growing 
bottom line are still vitally important. 
Hence, many ports, terminals, and solution 
providers are finding that the will is there 
(both internally and externally) to try new 
ways of working, yet the fear of moving into 
the unknown, with its potential financial 
losses and lack of definitive success, is 
putting many off experimenting with new 
models of working. 

This is where the activity/performance-
based model comes in. It is a relatively 

new business model for the port sector 
that is centered around the notion of a 
given company being paid in a custom 
made manner depending on the quality 
of its service(s) it provides and the effects 
they have on the broader port/terminal 
operation. 

Performance-based contracts have 
already been rendered moot for the 
container handling side of operations as 
well as with regard to port congestion. For 
service providers that can become adept 
at co-creation and co-production with 
customers, performance-based contracts 
offer unique opportunities for the future. 
These include a closer relationship that will 
enable true collaboration and improved 
control over the outcome delivery together 
with the customer, adding flexibility in 
reducing the cost of performance while 
achieving better outcomes.

The drawbacks of this model include 
the difficulties in defining a performance 
standard in new operational fields, that 
some KPI’s aren’t the fault of a company 
contracted, and that the cultural shift 
required to adopt this new model will 
certainly be an obstacle. 

3-D Printing 
As 3-D printing becomes an evermore-viable 
reality for businesses, ports and terminals 
can use this technology to reimagine their 
business models wholesale. After all, if 
cargo can be printed at the destination, 
this will significantly reduce the need for 
the plethora of long and environmentally 
damaging voyages containerships take on a 
daily basis. 

While this may sound fantastical, 3-D 
printing isn’t just a pipe dream with 
classification giant DNV GL already engaged 
in research for the Port Authority of 
Singapore regarding the printing of metal 
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equipment for shippers. Further still, 
Singapore has already built a 3-D printing 
plant alongside port giant PSA at their 
Pasir Panjang Terminal, which also features 
blockchain-based ledgers, and Rotterdam, 
too, is leading the way with regard to 3-D 
printing developments.

Such a model offers a much faster way to 
deliver goods, a far more environmentally 
friendly option than traditional shipping, 
customised production opportunities, and 
much lower transport costs. However, it’s 
not all positive. 3-D printing is still very 
expensive and would require extensive 
usage of raw materials (Incidentally, this 
would likely see the bulk trade boom and 
the container trade wane.) Further issues 
abound regarding port/terminal worker job 
losses and the very real risk of counterfeiting 
– all which is a discussion for another paper.

PLEASE HEED THE CALL
New models offer an insight into the future 
ways in which ports and terminals can 
position themselves around technology 
initiatives. Each of the aforementioned 
models has the potential for cost savings, 
improved processes, and an opportunity to 
provide a greener way of doing business. 
That said, the core issue surrounding all 
of the models revolves primarily around 
the faith of ports and terminals in taking a 
chance in a wide-scale manner. When one 
factors in the mixed results seen so far with 
regards to automation in terminals, it is 
easy to imagine why an appetite for risk in 
technology projects is perhaps low. 

While capital expenditure differs with 
regard to each model, significant financial 
outlay should be expected regardless of the 
chosen business model (traditional included). 
Further still, the nature of each model has 
the power to change the operational center 

of the maritime supply chain, with the focus 
less on the physical movement of cargo 
and more on the aggregation of data and 
products in port areas. This reality could 
also see new business models needing a 
conceptual rethink with regard to port and 
terminal design. Port-centric logistics is a 
burgeoning field in which the needs of new 
technologies can be met, as the logistics 
process can be whittled down into the 
immediate port area. 

While some ports are already making 
changes in their approach to technology 
projects, we’re still in an overall embryonic 
stage with regards to new business models 
becoming a fully-fledged reality. While 
there is risk in change, there is also the 
potential for great reward…  Just remember 
the words of Bob Dylan, “For the loser now, 
Will be later to win, For the times they are 
a-changin’.”
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Barely an hou r goes by wit hou t  hu mans 
engaging in one or anot her f orm of  
e- commerce.  I t  changed how we int eract  
with banks, telecommunications, a 
plet hora of  service providers, and most  
import ant ly, how we bu y t hings.  O u r vision 
of  e- commerce is embodied by a small 
pack age t hat  t ravels f ast  at  t he t ou ch of  t he 
checkout button in the e-commerce site.

BEYOND BORDERS 
This new concept  of  bu ying ex perience 
demolished physical st ores and int rodu ced 
u s t o t he concept  of  omni- channel 
blending o ine, online, and logistics to 
creat e seamlessly int egrat ed bu siness 
environment out of previously distinctly 
separat e spaces.  E - commerce k nows no 
borders.  I t  crosses t hem wit hou t  t rou ble, 
enables payment s in any imaginable f orm, 
and uses information technology instead 
of  hu mans t o provide reliable and highly 
effective customer service.

M ost  import ant ly, e- commerce in goods 
is no longer a matter of a small package 

arriving via express parcel logistics truck. 
W hit e goods, f u rnit u re set s, or complex  
machinery is bou ght  over t he int ernet  as 
easily as a small trinket. This is still retail, 
have no dou bt s abou t  it .  E x cept  now, it  
plays out across many different planes 
reflecting customers becoming perfectly 
comf ort able wit h t ak ing t heir shopping 
globally in pu rsu it  of  a broader assort ment  
of products, perfect product fit, low price, 
and gu arant ee of  receiving it  by t he agreed 
date. In the process, logistics of delivering 
produ ct  t o t he bu yer got  ou t sou rced 
and virt u alised, allowing e- commerce 
company to use information technology to 
orchestrate logistics of product movement 
from the producer to the buyer, practically 
removing any need f or int ermediary mass 
inventory locations.

CHALLENGING ASSUMPTIONS 
All this e-commerce activity creates and 
leaves plent y of  digit al dat a f oot print s 
allowing machines to keep evolving logistics 
net work s of  real est at e asset s, providers 

and services.  Two e- commerce giant s, 
Amazon and Alibaba, did more innovative 
things in logistics in the last 10 years than 
all logistics companies combined in the 
last 40. In their process of continuous 
innovation to cut the complexity and cost of 
logistics, they challenged every assumption 
made by transportation companies, freight 
management  companies, warehou sing 
companies, and t ransport  hu bs inclu ding 
seaport s, dry port s, airport s, and road 
cross- dock  depot s.

W hile airf reight  claimed t he small 
package logistics, maritime terminals 
are claiming t he larger goods.  W het her 
t hey k now it  or not , t he t erminals are 
part of the logistics revolution. They 
can’t remain oblivious to the evolution 
instigated by e-commerce powerhouses. 
M ost  import ant  f act or challenging every 
assumption of terminal operation in 
t he world of  e- commerce is t he speed 
of deliveries and precision of logistics 
execution.

I f  you  are an old hand in managing 

SPEEDING AHEAD
THE EFFECT OF E-COMMERCE ON  
TERMINAL OPERATIONS
By Kris Kosmala, Industry Thought Leader, Rotterdam/Singapore 
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a cont ainer t erminal, you  may be of  a 
different opinion. You might think that 
what ’s in t he cont ainers is not  you r 
bu siness.  I t  is a problem f or f reight  
f orwarders and carriers.  I n t hat  view, t he 
terminal is only about the efficiency of 
physically moving t he box es bet ween t he 
ship and t he t ru ck  gat e of  t he t erminal in 
the shortest possible time. The world of 
small ex press parcels is not  t he world of  
cont ainer t erminals.

This view is also dangerou sly wrong.  The 
relent less pu rsu it  of  delivery speed and 
short est  pat hs bet ween bu yer and seller 
by e-commerce will find a way around the 
terminals if they don’t take any action. 
Fortunately, with help of some creative 
t hink ing and a healt hy dose of  modern 
information technologies, the terminals are 
perfectly positioned to deliver what pure 
digit al services won’t  be able t o do.  F or as 
long as sea t ransport  of  e- commerce is in 
the picture, there is a perfect combination 
of  k now- how, physical cargo services and 
digital solutions that can be put to work.  
G rant ed, it  is ou t side of  t he comf ort  z one 
of  a many t erminal operat ors, bu t  t hat ’s 
t he nat u re of  e- commerce.  C ompanies 
lik e A maz on and A libaba changed how we 
perceive waiting time for the purchase to 
arrive and t erminal operat ors shou ld t ak e 
a not e of  t hat .

Theory aside, demonstration of actual 
ex amples of  how “doing A maz on”  cou ld 
work is priceless. Of many creative ideas 
discu ssed among t he t erminal operat ors, 
t he S ingapore- based operat or P S A  moved 
most  aggressively int o t he e- commerce 
su pply chain space.  Their clever t hink ing is 
worth considering and emulating where it 
mak es sense.  

KEEPING IT COOL 
The first example involves e-commerce 
of  chilled lamb f rom N ew Z ealand.  I t  is 
ex pensive t o move chilled lamb by plane.  
The P S A  t erminal in S ingapore considered 
how a hybrid air and sea solution could 
be attractive to buyers of chilled lamb, 
considering total logistics costs and transit 
time. The solution provided acceptable 
transit time at a substantially reduced 
cost comparing to air-only option. The 
lamb moves by air f rom N ew Z ealand t o 
S ingapore, t hen by sea t o E u rope.  P S A  
assures synchronization of sea and airfeight 
t erminal services t hrou ghou t  t he j ou rney.  
The lamb arrives f resher and, being chilled 
not  f roz en, it  commands higher margins.  

P S A  didn’t  st op at  t he physical handling of  
t his special cargo.  R ecognising t hat  moving 
temperature and time sensitive cargo end-
to-end requires orchestration of physical 
resources of multiple partners, necessary 
documentation, and orchestration of 
port  and airport  t erminal services, P S A  

developed port and trade specific software 
applications made available on a single 
digital platform. That huge step outside 
of  t he comf ort  z one of  ru nning bu siness 
on TOS enabled PSA to offer management 
of the whole transaction from cargo 
booking and documentation from origin 
to destination, through export and import 
permits, health certifications, all the way to 
delivery arrangement s.

FROM RAIL TO SEA 
The second ex ample involves e- commerce 
of  bu lk y goods manu f act u red f or 
e- commerce companies in C hina and 
pu rchased by bu yers in S ou t h E ast  A sia.  
Shipping by air is out of the question. 
S hipping by sea req u ires barging t he 
goods t o S hanghai t ransloading f or onward 
j ou rney t o S ingapore, t hen t ransloading f or 
regional distribution. PSA decided to offer 
e-commerce companies an alternative 
reducing total transit time by 0 . 

For the physical part of the solution, it 
negotiated movements of orders by rail 
f rom C hengdu  t o a sea t erminal in Q inz hou , 
t hen t ransport  by sea t o S ingapore.  The 
clever bit  came f rom deploying a single 
digital platform allowing e-commerce 
companies, rail company, carriers, and t wo 
sea t erminals t o orchest rat e all physical 
and logical aspect s of  cross- border goods 
transport. The net benefits to e-commerce 
companies come from lower logistics costs 
and shorter transit times.

DIGITAL PLATFORMS 
I n bot h ex amples, possession of  a digit al 
platform coordinating multiple terminal 
operators and all cargo-related transactions 
is the key to successful execution. The 
t erminal operat or met  challenges posed 
t o it  by e- commerce companies and 
demonst rat ed how t hink ing of  physical 
moves, services, and digital transacting on 
a single platform together creates value 
f or t he e- commerce ecosyst em.  Bu ild ou t  

of those terminal-owned digital platforms 
will be the ports’ next frontier. It gives 
t hem f ar more cont rol and say, t han simply 
becoming members of the platforms 
offered by the carriers. 

U sing TradeL ens as an ex ample, port s 
can belong by giving u p dat a and receiving 
some ot her dat a back , bu t  t he carriers 
get all the benefits of orchestrating the 
moves and transactions for the BCOs. By 
doing so, t hey can easily disint ermediat e 
terminals as they create optimal cargo 
moves benefiting BCOs and themselves, 
but not any particular terminal on the 
cargo itinerary.

If you are a terminal operator operating 
multiple terminals around the world, the 
word digital platform should permanently 
ent er you r vocabu lary on par wit h Terminal 
Operating System. The future and success 
of  you r t erminal net work  in t his rapidly 
changing world will depend on it .  
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Block chain is su rely one of  t he biggest  
bu z z words driving t he new wave of  
revolutionary digital solutions with a goal 
to transform the logistics industry and 
bu ild t ru st wort hy, lat erally int egrat ed 
solutions across the globe. Forward-
t hink ing companies see it  as t he t ool t o 
int egrat e t heir complex  su pply chains, 
connect  layers, and provide visibilit y u p 
and down stream. 

H owever, how can you  mak e t he right  
decision at the right time, without risking 
t oo mu ch?  H ow can we t ak e t he block chain 
hype?  A nd is it  wort h it ?  

AMAZON RAISING THE BAR HIGHER AND 
HIGHER
I t  is no secret  t hat  A maz on has been 
continuously breaking records in online 
sales and consu mer goods –  clear proof  is 
f ou nd in t he st aggering sale of  17 5  million 
items on Amazon Prime Day in 201 . That 
figure alone is a powerful testament to 
how Jeff Bezos has already turned logistics 
upside down with fulfilment centres and 

prime delivery. It seems like he has found 
the magic formula. But what is the secret 
equation?

I t  t u rns ou t  t heir f ormu la is mu ch 
broader, deeper, and all-inclusive than 
people t hink  –  it  int egrat es ex t remely 
efficient demand insights with production 
and supply chain operations, while also 
incorporating blockchain technology in 
some of its activities. 

No wonder vendors and logistics 
providers are actively looking for 
opportunities to avoid becoming entrapped 
in Amazon’s high-pressure, actively growing 
monopoly-like endeavour by trying to keep 
pace with it – or even get ahead.

WHAT CAN SHIPPERS AND TERMINALS DO?
S u pply chain players, among t hem 
shippers, terminals, and logistics hubs, are 
t hose t rying hardest  t o crack  t he code of  
how to stay competitive against the agile 
behemot h and which t echnologies t o u se 
so as t o st rengt hen t heir f oot hold and gain 
an advantage in the market.

S u pply chains need t o speed u p 
digitalization, and some companies are only 
taking their first digital steps, as they are still 
operating with excessive amounts of paper 
documentation and ad-hoc operational 
activities.

On the other hand, complex production 
software integrations, round-the-clock 
shipment  t rack ing, sensors connect ed wit h 
the internet-of-things, and constant speed 
and cost optimizations – even with artificial 
int elligence, robot s, and drones –  are more 
needed than ever, so participants and 
cu st omers are provided t he best  service, 
and service overview at all times.

I t  is not  j u st  consu mers and 
manu f act u rers, t here is also t he need t o 
optimize public customs and similar agency 
activities, to provide more efficient green-
lane processing, and give them better 
insight  at  what  t ype of  cargo is arriving, 
where, and when, f or whom and u nder 
what conditions.

The open question at the core is how 
t erminals and shippers will achieve 

BLOCKCHAIN 
WHAT IS THE PRICE AND DYNAMICS OF  
JUMPING ON THE BLOCKCHAIN WAGON?
Simon Ručigaj, digital transformation expert and communications manager, CargoX 
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3 0-degree visibility to ultimately compete 
with Amazon. All this, while Amazon is 
already work ing on au t onomou s ships 
and next-generation terminals to optimize 
resources, time and transactional costs. 

GOOD SOFTWARE MATTERS
One part of the winning equation is 
modernizing software so that it is perfectly 
user-friendly, just like the everyday apps 
we use on our phones. The other part is not 
only the tight integration of information 
and a smooth processing flow, but also 
new component s su ch as u nimpeachable 
trust and efficient automation. 

Automation in this sense is letting all 
participants better track incoming and 
ou t going goods, dynamically allocat e 
hu man and t echnical resou rces, and 
also trust systems to handle information 
accordingly wit hou t  t he const ant  need 
for intervention by human supervisors 
– and, in a way, all participants can trust 
the software, sensors and robots will do a 
proper job.

WHERE DOES BLOCKCHAIN KICK IN?
There isn’t just one blockchain – there are 
as many as you  wou ld lik e, and you  can 
even start one yourself. 

Bu t  t he pu blic k nows t wo of  t hem best  
–  t he virt u al crypt ocu rrency Bit coin is t he 
most well-known financial implementation 
of  block chain t echnology, based on t he 
academic work of two scientists named 
Stuart Haber and W. Scott Stornetta back 
in the 1 0s. Corporations might only use 
Bitcoin either for speculative reasons or 
as a means of  payment  –  bu t  most ly t hey 
avoid it.

The other one, the Ethereum Network, 
or “world compu t er ” , is complet ely 
separate from Bitcoin. Functionally it 
is an u pgrade of  t he t echnology, and it  
enables t he block chain t o carry it s own 
secure software code – the so-called 
smart  cont ract s enable t he decent raliz ed 
execution of complete programs, without 
error, and wit h complet e hist orical 
auditability for all transactions performed.

It is worth noting that the Ethereum’s 

December u pgrade paved t he way f or u p 
to a 2000-fold increase in the network’s 
t hrou ghpu t , which is conseq u ent ly 
expected to slash transaction costs by a 
similar magnitude.

Ethereum is the one used in hundreds 
of  u se cases, as it  provides t he developers 
with rich possibilities on how to write, 
transfer, validate, and audit information 
flowing between systems, partners, 
sensors, and algorithms.

There is another kind of blockchain, 
called “private blockchain” (often 
hyperledger), that function as blockchains 
but are basically only configured so that 
a closed circle of users or entities can 
join (permissioned). For example, specific 
bu siness part ners might  have access t o 
a hyperledger  –  in t his case companies 
often struggle to see the benefits, as using 
a simple server solution would sometimes 
be much more rational. This approach 
is most ly u sed in propriet ary block chain 
platform solutions.
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HOW MUCH DOES BLOCKCHAIN COST FOR 
YOUR COMPANY?
Some blockchain solutions for the supply 
chain and port  indu st ry are overwhelmingly 
complicat ed and not  really open, req u iring 
massive investments in time to redesign 
company workflows and be integrated 
correctly into the environment.

And then there are specialised, laser-
focused solutions that might resolve just 
one specific issue – such as sending the 
B/ L , f or ex ample, and t hey work  as a clou d 
solution, no server purchases required, and 
services are charged as they are performed.

BLOCKCHAIN FOR QUICK DOCUMENT AND 
INFORMATION TRANSFERS
Block chain is by f ar t he world’s most  
trustworthy approach to information 
sharing, up to date. Transactions that are 
recorded in a pu blic, digit al, dist ribu t ed 
ledger are auditable and the information 
is immu t able, while t he net work  is u pheld 
by publicly available resources. This means 
t hat  companies do not  need t o set  u p any 
servers or allocate operational cost, while 
still benefiting from secure banking grade 
data validity - for all participants.

The business details can be hidden or 
encrypt ed so t hat  only t he part ak ers can see 
them – but transactional events themselves 
are permanent ly and irrevocably 
timestamped, confirmed, and validated 
multiple times for good. Data forgery, loss, 
or theft are virtually impossible.

Even the traditionally stubborn logistics 
paper workflows can already be reduced or 
completely digitized – there are solutions 
such as Cargo  Smart B/L that enable 
extremely secure blockchain-based Bill 
of  L ading t ransf ers, all approved by t he 
most  powerf u l P & I  clu bs, and t he cost s are 
drastically lower than compared to courier 
service deliveries.

INTEGRATIONS ARE KEY
Warehousing, shipping, quoting, accounting 
and billing operations can already be tightly 
int egrat ed t o work  in harmony and j u st  
provide managers wit h clear dashboard 
overviews and insight s as t o how t he 
syst ems are perf orming –  bu t  dat a is t oo 
often still encapsulated in closed systems, 
and not shared transparently with partners. 
This is where good multi-party project 
planning is needed, and wrong invest ment s 
can be astronomically expensive.

At the same time, there is a growing 
t rend f or syst ems t o be open enou gh t o 
accommodate any innovation that arises 
and still be useful in achieving strategic goals.

CONCLUSION
The diversity of blockchain services 
is already immense – wide platforms, 
mark et places, and impeccable block chain 

docu ment  t ransf er services are already live 
and on the path of mass adoption. 

W hat  we shou ld probably see in t he 
world of  su pply chains is t hat  port s will 
remain neu t ral and not  commit  t hemselves 
to any of the existing monolithic private 
blockchain platforms exclusively - as this 
wou ld u ndermine t heir work ’s f u ndament al 
operating needs. Ports as the critical hubs 
of  global su pply chains will t heref ore f eel 
the need to start using multiple solutions, 
and t hat  will j u st  emphasiz e t he st rat egic 
importance for said solutions and services to 
be int eroperable and int egrat ed wit h each 
other, or light-weight for implementation.

For logistics service providers betting 
on the wrong blockchain solution with a 
big invest ment  cou ld prove t o be a cost ly 
mist ak e, so t he approach wit h small st eps 
is recommended, pref erably u nder t he 
sponsorship of  a board member responsible 
for digitization and modernisation.

G oing f orward, port s shou ld evalu at e 
available blockchain solutions from a business 
logic perspective and run as many pilots as 
possible, bearing in mind t heir need t o remain 
open and transparent in all directions. Diving 
right  in is t he f ast est  pat h t o gain ex perience 
and grow confidence – or just play with the 
innovation to figure out better what they 
want to expect from vendors.

O ne t hing holds t ru e –  only pu blic 
blockchain solutions offer all the given 
advant ages of  a t ru e block chain, as opposed 
t o privat e block chains, which are cont rolled 
by specific vendors, often from the ranks of 
ship line operators. 

It yet remains to be seen what the final 
blockchain constellation will be. For sure it 
will not  be dominat ed by a single player, bu t  
rat her by a philosophy t o inclu de block chain 
solutions of all sizes and shapes, private and 
pu blic, int ert wined and ent ru st ed by each 

other. Regulators worldwide remain open as 
t o which archit ect u re is pref erred, t hou gh 
they still cheer for blockchain technology as 
the ultimate, global interoperability layer, 
accessible to all participants. 

An open market with healthy and non-
exclusive competition and improving omni-
directional visibility should be the final 
outcome - and that will be the true change 
everybody profits from. It should not be 
just about building new, semi-private data 
silos to hide in. 
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E-COMMERCE AS AN EMERGING RETAIL 
PARADIGM
The emergence of  e- commerce has 
allowed for new forms of logistics and 
freight distribution that are starting to have 
noticeable impacts on ports and terminal 
operations. This digitalization of retail 
required the setting of physical distribution 
components relying on home deliveries, 
which include several facilities designed and 
positioned to answer demand promptly. 
E-commerce is a distributional form of 
consumption since demand is dependent 
on the available distribution capabilities, 
particularly its timeliness and reliability. 
The setting of e-commerce supply chains 
involves not only the procurement 
(inbound) aspects of logistics but as well 
the final distribution dimension of home 
deliveries. Logistics becomes essential 
f or e- commerce becau se t he consu mer is 
directly exposed to its performance.

Supporting this new distribution 
system required new types of facilities 
to fulfill roles such as processing and 
packaging orders, sorting large volumes 

of parcels by geographical destinations, 
and decomposing shipments for final 
delivery routes. While parcel deliveries 
companies have developed segments of 
this distribution system for the last few 
decades, e-commerce incited its expansion 
in scale and scope to levels not seen before. 
The online retailer Amazon epitomised this 
paradigm, accounting for 38  of all online 
retail sales in the US and 4  of total retail 
sales. It commands substantial volumes 
and can dictate how the parcels generated 
by e-commerce will be handled through 
distribution channels that are increasingly 
under its direct control.

E-COMMERCE DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
Three distribution channels have been set 
to support Amazon’s logistics, each relying 
on distinct logistical facilities (Figure 1):
• Procurement (first stage) provides the 

required inventory that is handled first 
by inbound cross-docking (ICD) facilities 
that are the point of entry of hinterland 
logistics. ICD facilities are functionally 
like transloading facilities found nearby 

large container terminals, but service 
exclusively e-fulfillment centers. On 
one side of the facility, inbound cargo 
loads (mainly containers) are unloaded 
and stored until needed, implying that 
the ICD is a buffer within e-commerce 
supply chains  it holds inventory and 
allocates outbound loads. On the 
other side of the facility, full truckloads 
are assembled according t o demand 
and sent to specific e-fulfillment 
centers (EFC). EFCs are extensive 
facilities having a large number of 
items in inventory with the purpose of 
assembling individual orders in parcels 
bound to the final consumer.

• Distribution (second stage) allocates 
parceled orders towards facilities near 
the final delivery point. The concern 
is to establish a distribution structure 
that offers capacity, flexibility, and time 
performance through the selection of 
the most suitable distribution channels. 
EFC, therefore, have the option of 
routing parcels towards standard 
postal services, Third-Party Logistics 

THE EMERGING PORT 
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providers (3PL) such as UPS and FedEx, 
and increasingly through Amazon’s 
distribution channels that include air 
hubs and sortation centers. Sortation 
centers (SC) are key facilities arranging 
shipments by their destinations within 
a metropolitan area. They sort parcels 
bound to an area into load units, 
such as a postal code, which includes 
sorting packages coming from different 
e-fulfillment centers. From the sortation 
center, parcels can be sent to local post 
offices, parcel delivery stations for 
last-mile delivery or to subcontracting 
delivery companies.

• The last - mile ( t hird st age)  brings 
parcels to their final destination, mainly 
through delivery routes from specialized 
facilities such as parcel delivery 
stations. From these facilities, parcels 
are usually loaded into delivery vans 
allocated along planned delivery routes. 
Another specialized facility linked with 
last-mile logistics is the fast delivery hub 
that carries a limited inventory of high 
demand items that can be delivered 
within a short timeframe. These hubs 
are occasionally co-located with an EFC 
but are more often standalone facilities 
located in high-density areas.

 MARKET COVERAGE
The functional organization of e-commerce 
supply chains relies on a spatial organization 
aiming at serving demand patterns that are 
commonly related to population density, 
with large metropolitan areas being the 
main demand generators. As of 201 , 453 
Amazon facilities in the US accounted for a 
total footprint of 1 3.  million square feet, 
the equivalent of 1 .1 square kilometers. 
The majority of the footprint is occupied 
by 1  e-fulfillment centers (  of the 
total footprint), which are the core support 
for e-commerce. Their size tends to be 
consistent and specialized in terms of if the 

Figure 1 The E-Commerce Supply Chain of Amazon

Figure 2: Amazon E-commerce Facilities, 2019
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parcel is sortable (items fit in a small box of 
less than 10 kg) or non-sortable (items fit in 
a large box of less than 25 kg, or the item is 
a box such as for furniture and televisions. 
The second most crucial footprint concerns 
130 delivery stations (10  of the total 
footprint), which are the last step in the 
e-commerce distribution chain.

The distribution of the facilities aims at 
positioning the inventory to fulfill intricate 
regional demand patterns and to minimize 
delivery time through the advantage of 
proximity, which remains the primary 
concern (Figure 2). The average size per 
facility type reveals apparent differences 
mainly based on a trade-off between 
economies of scale, market areas, lead 
time, and land cost.

 In 201 , Amazon began establishing non-
vessel-operating common carrier (NVO) 
agreements, allowing it to transport goods 
by maritime shipping without operating 
container vessels. This represents a step 
towards additional horizontal integration 
by enabling Amazon to secure shipping 
capacity and even make this capacity 
available to suppliers.

In 2018, Amazon imported the equivalent 
of 123,000 TEU, which is still modest 
compared to the 2.3 million TEU imported 
by the four main US retail giants (Walmart, 
Target, Home Depot, and Lowes). However, 
these figures exclude the inventory handled 
through the Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) 
programme, where sellers are bringing their 
own inventory to ICDs or e-fulfillment centers 

if the inventory is small or specialised. These 
trends underline a particular focus on 10 
ICD facilities (Figure 3) with a locational 
preference for two gateways (Los Angeles / 
Long Beach and New York), one on each coast, 
to handle the bulk of imported containers. 
Outside coastal ICDs, inland ICDs are located 
at major intermodal hubs with the purpose 
of  t ransloading cont ainers coming f rom 
other maritime gateways. Through a mix of 
port-centric and inland logistics, Amazon 
is able to route containerised freight flows 
according to the inventory requirements of 
its IFCs.

 IMPLICATIONS FOR PORT OPERATIONS
Large e-commerce providers and 
conventional retailers increasingly focusing 
on t he e- commerce dimension of  t heir 
operations are commanding larger cargo 
volumes, directly or indirectly, but also the 
main gateways where this cargo transits. 
The emergence of  e- commerce has led 
to the setting of complex distribution 
channels with a hierarchy of facilities 
that are supplied by a smaller number 
of points of entry. The locations of 
inbound cross-docking facilities servicing 
Amazon in the US are illustrative of an 
emerging port/inland logistics handling 
the specific requirements of e-commerce. 
The evidence thus underlines that ports 
and maritime shipping are increasingly 
impacted by e-commerce, which is part 
of the digital transformation shaping the 
industry.
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Figure 3: Amazon Inbound Cross Dock Facilities Network (n=10)
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